
Olympic Kennel Club

Dear valued Olympic Kennel Club Specialty Clubs, Exhibitors,
Handlers, Sponsors, Vendors and Spectators,

I would  like to announce a change to the show grounds layout for our 2016 Show,
August 18 through 21.   Please  read on for details.

Why are we making the change?
The turf, where we  historically have  placed  rings 5 through  16, on the  Main  Fairway is of

poor quality and, in our opinion,  is unacceptable for conformation  showing.

What haDDened to necessitate this change?
Over the past winter and spring, the staff of the Enumclaw Expo Center undertook a

proj.ect to improve the quality of the turf on the Main Fairway. The project was
unsuccessful  in  repairing the  existing problems with the turf and the proj.ect left the

entire  Main  Fairway unusable for show rings.

What are we doing to resolve the issue?
1.)  We are relocating show rings 5 through  16 to areas of the  Expo Center grounds

where the turf is of excellent quality. Additionally, the  relocation  of rings 5

through  16 affects the location of rings 17 through 27.  Please see the attached
show grounds map for details.

2.)  We are moving the Show Superintendent's booth, show sponsors' booths,

catalog sales and vendor booths from the front of the Toy Building to the east

side of the  Main  Fairway to be  more directly associated with the  rings.

3.)   Displaced  RV parking areas will  be moved to the main fairway.

4.)  We will  be re-con figuring the  locations and  sizes of the large canopies to ensure

we have adequate shade and inclement weather protection.

How will the changes affect vou?
1.)   Rings 5 through  27, the show superintendent, sponsors and vendors will be  in

different locations. Please see the attached show grounds map to familiarize

Yourself with the new locations.
2.)   Specific breeds may be shown  in  different ring numbers than  in  past years.

While every effort is being made to assign  breeds to familiar ring numbers, the

proximity with other breeds may result in changes.
3.)  We recognize the importance to the specialty and group clubs of having the

locations of your showing and socializing activities coordinated  and  conveniently
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placed.  We are putting forward our best effort to satisfy your organization's
wishes.   Your flexibility and  patience is greatly appreciated.

4.)  The location  of rings  1 through 4 in the Toy Building are  unchanged.

5.)   Ring 23 in the Toy Building,  used  only for specialty shows on Thursday and

Friday, will  be  renumbered to  Ring 41.

6.)   Rings 71, 72, and  73,  used for Obedience and  Rally, are  unchanged.

7.)   RV parking, previously on the grass north of the main fairway inside the Expo

Center fence, will be relocated to the Main  Fairway.  Please see the attached

show grounds map.
8.)   RV parking, previously on the grass, south of the covered arena, and on the east

side of the show grounds will  be moved to the  Main  Fairway.

9.)  Vendor booths will be relocated from the front of the Toy Building to the East

side and the  North and South ends of the Main  Fairway to be in the flow of

spectator traffic and close to show events.

10.)  The  locations of events, activities and  services, such  as Agility, Obedience,  Rally,

Barn  Hunt,  Dock Diving,  reserved  and  unreserved grooming,  loading and

unloading,  RV parking on the south side of the show grounds,  RV parking

outside the Expo Center fence,  north of the show grounds, and day parking are

unchanged.

In advance, the Olympic Kennel  Club appreciates your understanding and flexibility

concerning this significant rearrangement of the show grounds.   We also  recognize that
the changes will affect you.   Every effort is being taken to minimize the impact of the
changes on you.   We are confident that this new show layout will exceed your
expectations for ring surface quality, convenience to show services and visual  appeal.
On  behalf of the Olympic Club and  its members, thank you for your loyal and continuing

support of our show.
Sincerely,

Charles  Ruth ford,

atrfe£
OKC President

CC:   Liz sewearingen,

OKC Specialty Chair
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